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TOTAL OFFER 
MANAGEMENT

by SessionM.
A turnkey marketing software solution 

for the restaurant industry - built from our expertise 

serving restaurants of all sizes and fit for quick and 

easy deployment.
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Restaurant location: Send a promotion only to a certain group of restaurants based on 

their location. For example -- it’s below 32 degrees in the northeast and you want to 

send a promotion for a free hot coffee to loyalty customers only within that region.  

SKU: Boost sales in one particular product by promoting an offer for it. For example - 

you sell a lot of sandwiches but you need to boost your smoothie sales, so you send 

an offer to sandwich buyers for a free smoothie to entice them to purchase smoothies 

with their sandwich in the future. 

Daypart: Entice your regular customers to come in at times of the day they don’t 

usually visit. For example - you send a promotion to regular lunch customers to come 

in for a mid afternoon beverage to convert them into lunch and afternoon purchasers. 

WHAT IT DOES 
It provides everything you need to drive targeted, profitable promotions quickly and easily: a secure 

software platform to create your offers and target to specific audiences, a fully-customizable app to 

present your offers, direct integration with the leading POS systems for hassle-free offer recognition 

in the restaurant, and a comprehensive dashboard to measure interactions AS THEY HAPPEN, 

instead of after the fact when acting on these insights are not as effective.

Sample Promotions (or functionality)

LEARN MORE
For more information or to 

get a demo visit 

www.SessionM.com
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HOW IT WORKS:

1. Create targeted offers
Create offers and rewards which can either be scheduled for a certain 

date and time, or can be automatically triggered based on a customer 

action or behavior. Offers can include free menu items, a percentage off, 

BOGO, etc. and be personalized to the customer, described further in the 

process below

2. Select segment to execute promotion
Build a segment to send your offer to. Segments can be as targeted 

as you’d like: based on location, previous purchase behavior, a certain 

market, etc. Shift from traditional static, list-based segmentation to dynamic, 

automated segmentation. Sync with other systems such as email service 

providers, Journey Builders, or SMS providers to trigger the delivery of 

personalized messages. 

3. Deploy offers across any of your channels
Targeted offers can be deployed through the channel that works best 

for your initiatives: through push notifications directly to customers’ 

smartphones or within your mobile app, within the inbox in your mobile app, 

or through an email campaign. 

4. Real time recognition in your restaurants
Offers can be redeemed quickly and are instantly integrated into POS 

systems at your restaurants. Front-line staff can immediately recognize the 

offer and instantly process it. Every time an offer is redeemed, that individual 

customer’s operational profile is updated to inform future offers. Issue points 

to customers in real time to keep them coming back in the future. 

5. Immediate insight into success
Have real time visibility into promotions as they occur, calculating impact 

immediately through the loyalty dashboard. Calculate redemption, see SKU 

movement, and your profit margin in real time. View status and tier reporting 

and other key performance indicators. Gain insight into other products 

purchased with the promoted offer to help inform future offers. 
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WHAT’S INCLUDED: 

Fully Customizable app
Turnkey solution for building an app if you don’t already have one. 

POS Integrations
Integrates with many of the largest POS systems, enabling the 
execution of closed loop offers. 

Real time analytics dashboard
Real time dashboard provides insights into your promotion 
activities in real time. 

PROOF IT WORKS: 
We have applied our experience with leading brands to create a configuration specifically 

tailored to QSRs. The package includes everything you need to quickly get started, and can 

be deployed quickly. 

Chicken Salad Chick, a fast casual chain based in Auburn, Alabama, has seen an impressive 

lift in their business since implementing :

8.6%
Increase in average check 

size in loyalty members vs. 

non loyalty members

123%
Increase in number of scans 

on Double Points Days across 

locations, driving increase in 

sales and customer visits. 

16%
Percentage that loyalty 

members made of total 

sales, up 68% year 

over year

“With SessionM, we’re able to execute a very targeted loyalty program that’s 
unique to our brand. Plus, we can track results in real-time, and it’s led to a 
positive impact on revenue.” 

-Chicken Salad Chick
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BENEFITS:

Customer profiles updated in real time

Combine customer data you’re collecting from various 
sources into one profile - which can be included into as 
many segments as you want, based on attributes.  

Triggered campaigns based on actions

Create targeted outreach based on customer preferences, 
actions and location through your app or email. Outreach 
can be as targeted as one location, one market, or any 
other parameter based on action. 

Personalized customer rewards

Deliver rewards unique to customers based on their 
purchase history and behavior. Avoid blanketing the market 
with discounts to items customers would already purchase. 
Surprise and delight customers with unpublished rewards 
they weren’t expecting.

Closed loop offers at point of sale

Create single use coupon codes that can be can be sent out to 
customers and redeemed at POS. Have real time visibility into 
discounts as they occur and see product movement in your 
dashboard. Other products purchased with offer help inform  
future offers.
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PRICING: 
Pricing is by per location per month. 

50-100
LOCATIONS 

$140/month per location

101-200
LOCATIONS 

$120/month per location

201-500
LOCATIONS 

$100/month per location

Minimum commitment of 12 months, discounts available for 

longer commitments 

Set-up and integration costs are typically 30% of the first year 

licensing fees, for integrations leveraging standard SessionM data 

types and integration methods 

Add-On Options 

» Additionally, you may choose to select any of the below

add on features:

» Gift Card Integration

» Email: Deliver messages with personalized offers based on

previous purchases through email campaigns

» SMS: Deliver messages with personalized offers based on

previous purchases through

SMS notifications

» Mobile Wallet Integration

» Mobile ordering

Onboarding & Support

Implementation typically takes 6-12 weeks depending on the 

specifics of your organization and program details. One time 

flat fee covers implementation work. It has a number of pre-built 

components that are used with little needed from client.

Components that will require team support include:

» POS Connect (Client’s IT team installs on POS terminals)

» Embeddable Web Experience (Client’s IT team adds to existing

corporate website). This is required only if you would like to

implement the web experience.

For support, there is a a link right within the platform to contact 

support. Member Account Services Create and manage users 

with various levels of read, read/write, and approval rights across 

all modules, and manage reward system configurations, caps and 

business rules
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LEARN MORE
For more information or to get a 

demo visit 

www.SessionM.com




